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This presentation highlights the challenges for enjoying the full benefits of 5G 
when indoor.

Section 1 describes the main differences between 5G and 4G. 

Section 2 addresses deployment options, classical design and installation 
methods

Section 3 provides Nexans recommendations to implement a future and 5G proof 
indoor cabling infrastructure.
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4G vs 5G indoor1

First of all, we have to understand 5G will use wider spectrum, from a few 
hundred MHz (like 3G and 4G) to dozens of GHz. The figures show the complete 
spectrum, divided in 3 main blocks:

- Low band, below 6GHz. Already existing, the band is higher than 4G, limited 
to 3GHz.

- Medium band below 24GHz. This band will be widely and quickly used 
because it provides a better datarate.

- High band, above 24GHz, is totally new and known as millimeter wave.

Depending on the application and the use case, different spectrums and bands 
will be used. There is no need to implement wave for classical mobile broadband. 
This explains why currently each telecom operator is experimenting 5G in various 
formats. 
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• Wave propagation below and above 6GHz intensively tested

• 28GHz and 39GHz doesn’t show large discrepancies

• Above 6GHz, signal loss is huge

• Mw wave doesn’t propagate indoor

1,8GHz

3,5GHz

Mm Wave

-20 -25dB

-15 -26dB

-35 -53dB
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4G vs 5G indoor1

Increasing the spectrum and moving up in the frequency will help boost the 
datarate. The well-known drawback when being higher in frequency is the wave 
propagation limitation. This phenomenon is well known, documented and it’s no 
surprise for the industry. But what’s new, since a decade, is the way buildings are 
built; the extensive use of glass, concrete and metal structures create wave 
propagation barriers. So, combining the higher frequency and the barriers 
created by building environment, we easily understand why adding small cells in 
urban environment is a must and why outdoor wave will not work indoor. 

Thus, we need to install antenna indoor. Keep in mind that 80% of the mobile 
traffic is generated indoor!
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Study on the US market
TAM – number of nodes per building size (sqft)
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• 5.5 millions of commercial building

• 50% are less than 5000sqft

• 70% are single store

Study on the US market
Number of commercial building (u)

• ~ 6.3 millions of nodes by 2022

• ~ 150€/node (structured cabling only)

• ~ 1b€ of structured cabling TAM

Deployment options2

Looking at the US building market, the majority of commercial buildings is made 
of small buildings (1 floor, less than 5000sft). It will be “easy” to address the 
indoor 5G challenge in New York, but for most of the US economy, the telecom 
industry will have to manage with small to medium projects.

And this market is huge. A rule of thumb provides us a Total Accessible Market 
for structured cabling of approx. 1b€ and potentially more than 6 millions indoor 
antennas! HUGE.
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DAS

Indoor radio

• OK for LTE
• Limited evolution
• Cost of cable & connectivity

• LTE and 5G
• Multi operator, multi band
• Easy to install (RJ45, LC)
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3rd party
player

• Small and medium size is not 
addressable by carriers

• 3rd party structured cabling 
partner required

Deployment options2

For a good mobile coverage, few options already exist. Some are widely used 
and exist since 3G, like DAS. DAS could help at a first stage, but the cabling 
structure used is not flexible at all and provides datarate limitations. In addition 
DAS doesn’t add any transmission capacity. The extensive use of video and 
4K/8K will quickly congest the network, already close to saturation.

The option is to install indoor radio. Telecom OEM have developed such 
solutions; they are today multi-operators, compatible 4G and 5G, for some of 
them also compatible with Wifi and use copper and RJ45 and/or fibre and LC 
connectivity. Powering indoor antenna with DC can be made by POE or classical 
power solution. Installing such cabling infrastructure will need some training. 

The main challenge here is not technical. The challenge lays in the commercial: 
how to address thousand of small or medium customers, or building owners 
having potentially few tenants?

It is key to team up with installers and contracting companies who are managing 
such activity on a daily basis.
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Covering a stadium is not as 
covering an office building

Building owners and tenants 
have different goals

The need of tomorrow is 
unknown and not today’s one

Tomorrow, a building with a poor mobile 
coverage will look for tenant
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Deployment options2

We have to segment the market. Covering a stadium or an airport is not the 
same business as a commercial small building.

But the most critical point is that we don’t know how we will use the 5G indoor 
tomorrow. Let’s get 20 years back, when starting to implement structured cabling 
in commercial buildings: we have installed a lot of RJ45 outlets per floor, without 
knowing exactly the need. With the time and experience, we know now that 
having connectivity everywhere in the building is not a luxury, it’s a must! Who 
knows today how many indoor antennas will be used in my building in 5 years? 
No one.

But we are sure that a building with a poor indoor coverage will loose its 
attractivity; the value per m² will depend on the quality of the mobile coverage, as 
it is today obvious with the Wifi quality in an hotel.
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Let’s focus on enterprise indoor coverage

Coverage study

Equipment selection

Cable selection
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Deployment options2

Let’s consider a commercial building and how we proceed when doing a Wifi or 
4G/5G coverage project.

First we go for a complete coverage analysis. 

Based on the result, we determine the number of  nodes. 

We can then select the equipment and cabling solution and move to the 
installation phase. 
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Requirement per antenna

LTE 800 Mbps
5G 2Gbps, 10Gbps, 25Gbps

Power POE

Fibre and copper?
Fibre only?

Copper only?

1 antenna / 100m²
1 antenna / 200m²
1 antenna / 500m²
1 antenna / floor

…
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Recommendations3

But this usual method is based on our current knowledge. We think the antenna 
will cover a specific surface, that the applications are known… 

But what about tomorrow and after tomorrow? What if I need 10x or 100x or 
1000x more bandwidth? 

If the initial cabling is poorly designed, being able to support 1000x more 
bandwidth will require to add numerous antennas and related cables.

Some providers are pushing today for a full fibre cabling system. Why not, but 
how to power the antenna? 

It doesn’t make business sense to install today fibre and power cable everywhere 
in the building. And if we don’t install enough cables, we will have issues in the 
medium terms.
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Back to 
basics

Open, Universal, reconfigurable, 
fast, power

Standardised

Application independent

User independent

Fibre needs additional power cable

Cat.6 is not enough
Cat.6A is just enough (10Gbps)

Cat.6A and/or Cat.7A+ (25Gbps ready)

RJ45 is the standard
POE++ delivers 100W
Well-known installation procedures
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Recommendations3

Now, before concluding this presentation, let’s be pragmatic; back to basics!

When considering a cabling infrastructure indoor (but it’s also true for outdoor 
when digging and trenching roads!), think about having a solution which is 
universal, open, standardised, application independent and user independent.  
The solution should be flexible and reconfigurable.

As a consequence, installing fibre will require doubling the cable and cable 
installation with power network. Using Cat.6 copper cabling will be not enough for 
10Gbps minimum. Using Cat.6A will be just enough, but with the advantage of 
POE, Cat.6A is already a great solution compatible with 10Gbps applications, 5G 
and POE.

Using RJ45 connectivity is a must; the solution is mastered worldwide by a vast 
majority of IT installers with well known procedures and methods.

Certainly a Cat.7A structured cabling, made of PIMF and RJ45 connectivity is the 
best and futureproof solution. Installing such a structured cabling, considering m² 
only and not the initial building destination is key and will generate massive 
savings for building owners.
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Conclusion

• Indoor coverage is critical for companies and building owners

• Implementing a structured cabling system with the right methodology is the 
only way to provide the service on the long term while saving on cost

• Use standard and well known technologies: twisted pairs cables with RJ45 
connectivity for data with POE
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In conclusion, we can sum up the conference with these 3 bullet points:

- Indoor coverage is critical, as 80% of the mobile traffic is generated indoor.

- Installing a structured cabling compatible with 5G is the KEY. Don’t go a for 
classical DAS and for short term solution which will cost at the end 5 to 10 
times the price you could have paid.

- Don’t go for proprietary solutions which are numerous at early stage of each 
technology era, but always prefer standardised solutions, selecting the 
higher grade (Cat.7A w/ RJ45)
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Thank you!
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